We describe a statistically customisable solution for Web benchmarking that includes three utilities: an Internet traffic generator for HTTP traffic, an static and dynamic Web pages generator in the Web server that is going to be tested and a performance monitor that reports some performance metrics during the test. The design of the tool is based on the implementation of the most important probability distributions that mainly characterise statistical properties of Internet traffic like the inter-arrival rate of the incoming Web traffic to the server, the number of objects contained in a Web page and the size of these Web objects. These properties can be customised for a specific capacity planning analysis. In this work, we describe the generation process of the Web pages and the customisable traffic characterization used by the benchmark. The monitoring process details and the validation of the probability distributions implemented are also included.
Introduction
This work is motivated by the need of generating a specific HTTP workload in a Web Server testing environment based on probability distributions to emulate a real user behaviour asking for Web content. It is well known that Internet traffic flows exhibit heavy-tailed probability distributions [2, 7] ; this is the main reason that lead us to implement a Web benchmarking tool based on these type of probability distributions.
Normally, a Web benchmark generates an HTTP request when the previous one has been satisfied. In fact, most of current available benchmarks usually generate the workload by creating sequential HTTP requests from each client involved in the test. This is the case of popular benchmarks as ApacheBench, Httperf, Webstone and SPECweb2005. ApacheBench is a command line program that comes with Apache HTTP Server; it basically tests how many requests per second a Web server (typically the Apache HTTP Server) can serve. Httperf is also a command line benchmark that is completely detailed in [8] . Webstone permits the generation of the file list that a set of concurrent Web clients are going to sequentially ask for during a period of time. SPECweb2005 generates a number of simultaneous sessions that corresponds to the number of load-generating processes that will continuously send requests to the HTTP server during the benchmark run. A new user session starts as soon as the previous user session ends, and this process continues until the benchmark run is complete. All these benchmarks generate requests individually or based on user sessions in a pure sequential scheduling, despite they can use concurrent client processes.
In 1998, Bradford et al. published in [3] the results obtained by SURGE, a tool for generating Web requests based on analytical models. In 2002, Kant et al. developed Geist, a benchmark that included the possibility of generating selfsimilar aggregated traffic [6] . They improved the traffic generation by handling the responses by separate processes to avoid the condition of receiving a response prior to generate the next request. The traffic generation is based on an HTTP log that represents the aggregate traffic as seen by the Web server. This reflects an improvement compared to previous benchmarks, but it still do not permit to customise the probability distribution that models a property that characterise the HTTP workload.
Our goal is to generate a specific and customisable workload based on probability distributions. These distributions will model some statistical properties of the Web test that the benchmark will perform. The properties that can be defined through these distributions are: the inter-arrival rate of the incoming Web traffic to the server, the number of objects contained in a Web page and the size of the Web objects. The fact of customising a benchmark by using probability distributions is very useful to reproduce some workloads that follow a determined characteristics that are described in literature. It can also be used to emulate real traffic in simulation scenarios and to validate the results that are obtained by some network simulators as OPNET Modeler or ns-2.
The rest of the paper is organised in the following way. Section 2 discusses the motivation of using probability distributions to characterise the workload the benchmark introduces in the Web server. The next three sections outline the proposed benchmark. The Web page generator and the Web traffic generator are presented in Section 3 and 4, respectively. Some details about the monitoring process are described in Section 5. The experimental results and the validation of the probabil-ity distributions implemented are included in Section 6. Section 7 discusses some concluding remarks.
Motivation of using probability distributions
Internet literature describes the general characteristics of the traffic flows in Internet and the structure of the Web pages that are mainly demanded by the users [3, 5, 9, 1] . Hence, based on the characteristics reported by these works, some performance experiments in Web servers need to reproduce this workload synthetically by using a Web benchmark. Normally, the features of the Web are detailed in the form of probability distributions. Some examples are the distribution of the objects per page request, the number of objects per page, the number of page requests per site, the user think time, the inter-arrival rate, etc. Therefore, our contribution to this field is the development of a statistically customisable benchmarking tool with probability distributions to reproduce the experiments reported in Web traffic literature.
We have selected three statistical properties to be configured in the benchmark. Previous works have investigated the probability distributions that model each of these properties. The benchmarking tool we present in this paper has implemented the distributions that can model these properties, although the benchmark can also be configured with other distributions. The statistical properties and their corresponding probability distributions according to literature are the following:
• The number of objects per page. A Web page can contain many kinds of information in addition to textual information. These elements are defined as objects and can be images, audio, video, scripts, ..., etc. The probability distribution that models the number of objects per page is Pareto [1] .
• The objects file size. The distribution that models the file size of the objects that compound the Web pages is usually heavy-tailed and it is normally set as Pareto or Lognormal [9, 1, 5] .
• The inter-arrival time. It is defined as the differences between consecutive HTTP requests arrivals to the Web server. The inter-arrival time is normally modeled as Pareto [1] , but some authors consider it can be hyper-exponential distributed [10] .
We have also considered the possibility of modeling all these properties with other distributions. The benchmarking tool can be customised with the five probability distributions that are: uniform, exponential, hyper-exponential, pareto and lognormal.
Web Page Generation
The Web pages the benchmark asks for have to be previously created in the Web server by following the characteristics introduced by the user. We have considered the creation of both static and dynamic Web pages in the Web server. The static pages are basically composed by HTML code that include a certain number of objects. The HTTP requests that ask for dynamic content require the Web server to access to a database server to obtain the data requested. Dynamic Web pages can also include a certain number of objects. The number of objects each page contains is modeled according to the distribution specified by the user.
We organise the Web server site construction in two different steps. Firstly we create the Web objects that compose the Web pages by following the distribution assigned to model the size of the Web objects. Once all the Web objects are created, the second step consists of the inclusion of these objects in the Web pages by following the distribution that model the number of objects that are contained in the Web pages.
The benchmarking client sends the information introduced by the user to the Web server. This information determines the characteristics of the Web pages that are going to be generated. It includes the probability distributions that affect to the number of objects per page and the size of these objects. A process starts in the Web server to generate the file structure that afterwards is going to be demanded by the Web client. Once the file structure has been created, the paths and the names of the Web files are sent back to the client to inform the benchmark about where are the files the client is going to ask for.
The generation process varies depending on the type of Web pages generated. It is briefly described in the following subsections.
Static Web pages
Static Web pages consist of an HTML file that includes a number of objects that usually are images or multimedia files. We have generated the objects as text files, that are embedded in the HTML file with frames, because it is easier to control the size of text files than images or other file types. The frames are organised in a matrix structure whose number of rows (r) and columns (c) depend on the number of objects (n) that are included in the Web page by using the following expressions.
When c < 1, we set c to 1. This frame structure permits to correctly visualise all the frames in the HTML Web page as it can be observed in Figure 1a .
The Web objects generation is done by an application that adds characters to a text file. The size of each Web object is predetermined by the probability distribution specified by the user.
Dynamic Web pages
The generation of dynamic Web pages implies that a database server is accessible from the Web client to create a new database with n columns. Each column i, i ≤ n, will contain a string character whose size is 2 (i−1) . The purpose of this is to build a string character of any possible size by concatenating the text contained in different database columns. The final string character is afterwards included in a (a) (b) Fig. 1 . An example of a (a) static and (b) dynamic Web page generated by the benchmark text file that is going to be embedded as an object in the dynamic Web pages. The objects are included in the dynamic Web pages by using frames as it is shown in Figure 1b . 
Workload Generation
The generated workload is composed by HTTP requests that ask for the static and dynamic Web pages that have been previously created. The inter-arrival time among HTTP requests is modeled by the distribution specified by the user. As the workload generator has to follow the inter-arrival time modeled by the distribution, the workload generator has to create a different process for each request sent to the Web server to avoid a sequential treatment of responses. Each processes created represents an individual client that requests a Web page.
There are some differences between the implementation of the downloading of the static and dynamic pages. Let us describe both methods separately.
Static Web pages.
Although HTTP 1.1 enables pipelining of some requests in one TCP connection, we have chosen to download the objects that are embedded in the HTML file in parallel connections to reduce the total Web page download time [4] . Once the HTML page is retrieved by the client, a parallel TCP connection is open for each object included in the HTML file. This allows us to better control the object download time and its repercussion in the Web server performance. The Web server workload implied in the generation of a response that contain a static Web page basically consists of some read operations on the disk drive to retrieve the information contained in the HTML file. This includes a read operation for each of the objects that are embedded in the static Web page.
Dynamic Web pages.
In this case, the complete dynamic Web page is sent through the same TCP connection. Once the request from the client arrives to the Web system, the database server needs to be accessed. It is necessary to retrieve the text information of each object embedded in the Web page requested from the database server as it is described in previous Section. A read operation in the database is essential to obtain the content of each object. Hence, the database server has to be accessed as many times as the number of objects the dynamic Web page requested has. Once all the information contained in the objects is obtained, the complete dynamic Web page is sent through the TCP connection. Therefore the workload in the Web system increases with the number of objects embedded in the Web page requested.
Performance Monitoring Process
Before starting the workload generator, the benchmarking tool executes the performance monitoring process in the Web server to get some information about the CPU utilization while the test is being performed. The processes involved in the Web server system are the Web server process and the database server process. In the case of static pages the database server is not monitored. A log is created with the information obtained by the monitor during the test.
Other performance metrics are also got during the workload generator execution, these include the downloaded objects size for each Web page, the response time to download each object and time needed to get a complete Web page.
The information obtained by the monitor permits to estimate the error introduced in the implementation of the probability distribution depending on whether it were used to model the inter-arrival time, the number of objects per page or the objects size.
Results and validation
The benchmarking tool presented in this paper is completely implemented in C. The Web server used is Apache HTTP Server and the database server used is MySQL. Dynamic Web pages are designed with PHP, while static pages are HTML files.
The test-bed scenario consists of two computers that are connected through a FastEthernet switch. The processor of the computer that acts as the Web server is an Intel Pentium D at 3000 MHz and it has 2 GB of RAM Memory. The client runs in an AMD Turion 64 at 1600 MHz and with 512 MB of RAM.
Let firstly analyse the tests performed with the benchmarking tool and the experimental results obtained to then proceed with the validation of the probability distributions implemented.
Experimental results
The set-up of the experiments consist of nine different tests that include all the probability distributions implemented by the benchmarking tool and that are fully described in Table 2 . The first column of the Table represents the number of the test. Each of the tests has been executed during 10 minutes with 10 different seeds.
The average response time of these experiments is detailed in table 6.1. The object response time of dynamic pages is not obtained because the complete Web page is sent in just one step to the client. It can observed that the static Web pages response time is always lower than the one monitored when requesting dynamic pages.
Validation
Validation consists of verifying that the benchmarking tool output matches with the distributional models that characterise the file sizes, number of objects per page and inter-arrival times. We have chosen some of the performance results obtained by the performance monitor to compare visually how well an empirical data set fits analytic distribution models. Figure 2 shows the CDFs of the observed inter-arrival rate data versus its probability distribution and details the number of their corresponding tests. In the case of the Figure 2a the distribution is uniform. It indicates a good fit between the observed inter-arrival rate CDF and the uniform distribution despite a small peak before 10 ms. Figures 2b and 2c show the results for an inter-arrival rate modeled with exponential and hyper-exponential distributions, respectively. Pareto distribution results are shown in Figure 2d , and in this case there is also a small peak the probability distribution, the delay caused by the signals do not alter the next request time. Hence the inter-arrival time for the next request is reduced to fulfill the probability model used for inter-arrival times. Figure 3 shows the CDFs of the observed number of objects per page and objects size data generated versus the analytic models. Due to the smaller number of values in these cases compared to the inter-arrival rate data, the plots in Figure 3 are more scaled. Figure 3a , 3c and 3d show the objects size CDF when using an exponential, pareto and lognormal distribution, respectively. The number of objects per page monitored are represented in Figures 3b and 3e .
In general, the distributional plots of Figure 2 and Figure 3 fit quite well for the data obtained, according to the number of values of each data set.
Conclusions and Future Work
A flexible Web benchmarking tool that can be statistically customised is presented in this paper. The tool permits generating a representative workload based on the probability distributions that mainly characterise some useful properties as the number of objects per Web page, the objects size and the inter-arrival rate. This tool also includes a Web page generator and a monitoring process that permits to obtain some important performance metrics in the Web client and server. This benchmarking tool fills a gap in the currently available set of benchmarks. The validation of the customised properties is also presented at the end of the paper.
Future work will include the implementation of user sessions that currently are not included and the possibility of mixing dynamic and static traffic in one test of the benchmark.
